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Provable Security
• CCA-security = Security against Chosen 
Ciphertext Attacks, the strongest form 
of provable security.
• Play games, where an adversary A needs 
to guess a bit.
• A is a probabilistic Turing machine 
that can run any algorithm it likes…
• and its advantage is how much better 
it can do than just guessing randomly.

Note: for all cryptosystems other 
than the One-Time Pad, there are 
adversaries with advantage larger 
than zero.
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What do I mean by «Concrete Security»?

• Old paradigm: Asymptotic security

• Modern paradigm: Concrete security
• We now care about the exact advantage, so that we 
can calculate exact security levels.
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Multi-Key Security Degradation

• Example: 1 billion users, 64 bit keys

• Really only have 34 bits of security!
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(Also it’s wrong.)
… It gets complicated.
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• It now looks like introducing key corruptions 
leads to an additional factor of n security 
loss…
• though we still hope to find a way to 
circumvent this.
• Provable security is important!
• and the devil’s in the details.

Current status
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— Marco Tomamichel, Quantum information theorist,  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… that’s me :)



Thank you.


